ABSTRACT. When a new homoclinic intersection is created for a dissipative diffeomorphism in dimension two, there results a cascade of sinks. We show that immediately after one of these sinks qn is formed, its basin boundary is made up of the stable manifold of the saddle periodic point pn formed at the same time. After this sink undergoes a period doubling, there still remains a trapping region with an attracting set inside. In fact, we show that until this saddle periodic point pn has its own homoclinic bifurcation, there is an attracting set whose boundary is made up of the stable manifold of pnBy picking a rectangle B" carefully, the one-parameter family of maps ftn creates these sinks and attracting sets by pulling the image ft"{Bn) across Bn and eventually forming a horseshoe in Bn. The maps, ftn on B", are well approximated for large n by quadratic maps equivalent to the Hénon map. We prove our results for general nonlinear Hénon maps which include not only the quadratic maps but also other nonlinear maps which also create horseshoes, including those arising from homoclinic tangencies.
Statement of results.
When a new homoclinic intersection is created for a dissipative diffeomorphism in dimension two, there results a cascade of sinks [6, 13, 14] . The problem, which we addressed in our recent paper [12] and in the theorem below, is to determine something of the shape and size of the basins of these periodic sinks created in these cascades. We want to prove these results for general classes of functions from dynamical assumptions, in particular from assumptions on the stable and unstable manifolds of the saddle periodic point. The proof of the existence of these sinks (following New house [9] ) shows that there exist rectangles Bn for n > N such that as t varies Fp(Bn) is pulled across Bn, forming a horseshoe. The question then becomes the following: when a dissipative map ft (= F") creates a horseshoe in B (= Bn): what is the basin of the sink formed by the saddle node bifurcation?
We have focused on the case when ft is orientation preserving and decreases area in B. In §2, we state the explicit assumption, (A1)-(A7), on ft and B which are sufficient to show that ft forms a nonlinear horseshoe and then to determine the basin of the attracting set. The simplest such map is quadratic and is really the Hénon map written in different coordinates and with different parameters: (*) ft{x,y) = {Xy,t-ßx + y + Ay-X2y2)
where 0 < ¡j. < 1 < A and A = A/¿ < 1. (Here A is the factor by which area is changed.) The proof in [4] shows how to pick the rectangle B. Note that a simple FIGURE 1. Ws{pt,Ft) and Wu(pt,Ft) for (*) with p = I, A = 2, and t -t0 = 0.02 and 0.3 change of coordinates is needed to change our form of the map into that given in the reference.
In [12] , we determined the local basin of attraction of the sink immediately after the saddle node bifurcation, i.e., the result is true as a perturbation of the saddle node situation. Let pt be the saddle, qt the sink, and B^ = /t_1(S). We proved that immediately after the saddle node bifurcation, the local basin of qt (given by the component of Ws(qt, ft) in B U £t~) is the same as the component of B U 5t~ -Ws(pt,ft) containing qt-Thus the stable manifold of the saddle forms the basin boundary for the sink.
Since we want to follow this basin for parameter values where qt has period doubled and ceased to be a sink, we need to look at the attracting set in this region. By an attracting set A for a map /, we mean there is a trapping region V such that /(closure V) C interior V and A -f]n>0 /"OO-m trns PaPer we prove the following result which was conjectured in our previous paper. It states that prior to the first homoclinic bifurcation of pt, there is an attracting set At whose basin contains this same component of B U 5¿~ -Wa(pt, ft)-THEOREM. Assume {ft} and B satisfy (*) or the assumptions (A1)-(A7) given in §2. In particular, ft is orientation preserving and decreases area. Further assume that t > to, where to is the saddle node bifurcation value, and that pt has not gone through a homoclinic bifurcation, i.e., Ws{pt,ft) nWu(pt,ft) -{Pt} = 0-Then there is an attracting set At C B U J3¿~, where 5¿~ = ff1(B), such that the component of the basin of attraction of At in BöB^ is bounded byWs(pt,ft) and a line segment in the boundary of B.
The proof of this theorem is contained in § §3 and 4. The main part of the proof involves determining the location and shape of the stable and unstable manifolds, Ws(pt:ft) and Wu(pt:ft), of the saddle fixed point pt. (See Lemma 3.2 and its proof in §4.) Computer simulation for the Hénon family, (*), easily determines the shape of these curves even more definitely than we were able to prove. In addition to determining these positions rigorously for this particular family, we have determined quite general assumptions on a general nonlinear family of maps, (Al)-(A7), which are sufficient to obtain the same conclusion. Compare these results to those for area preserving maps given in Devaney, [5] .
Several other people have studied the basin boundary of the attracting set after the first homoclinic bifurcation (as opposed to before, as done in this paper). Let t*h be the value of the parameter at the first homoclinic bifurcation of pt, and T* the parameter value with the last homoclinic bifurcation of pt-In the range tfr < z < T*, the basin boundary ceases to be made up of Ws(pt,ft), but rather the stable manifold of a higher periodic point. See [1, 2, 7, and 8] . Further work remains to completely understand the dynamics during the formation of the horseshoe.
As stated at the beginning of this paper, a cascade of sinks is created whenever a dissipative saddle point creates a new homoclinic intersection at a parameter value to-In fact, S. Newhouse proved in [9] that with the nondegeneracy assumption that there are many parameter values near to for which there are infinitely many periodic sinks (for the same parameter value). Recently at the International Congress of Mathematicians in Berkeley, California, F. Takens questioned the proof of the theorem and felt there was a gap in showing there was a horseshoe with large stable thickness. Since then, both S. Newhouse and the second author of this paper have clarifications of the original proof which show that it is valid.
More recently, G. Davis has shown that the same result is true (that there are infinitely many sinks) with the weaker assumption that the family has a homoclinic bifurcation with finite order contact. In particular, this occurs if the family is real analytic and the stable and unstable manifolds do not coincide for one parameter value. See [3] .
Assumption
on general nonlinear Hénon family. In this section, we give the assumptions on a nonlinear family that are sufficient to prove the theorem. They are similar to those in [12] . The first six assumptions are quite general and merely mean that a horseshoe is formed in a topological sense: there is a rectangle B whose image, ft{B), is shaped like a horseshoe and is pulled across B as t varies. The seventh and last assumption gives conditions on the first and second derivatives of the coordinate functions which are sufficient to show that these derivatives determine the shape of ft{B). In particular, (A7ii) and (A7iii) imply {(ft)2Íx,y) -y = 0} and {(/t_1)i(x, y)-x = 0} are convex to the left and downward respectively. See Lemma 4.1. Finally (A7iv) insures the second derivative condition at the saddle node. We express these specific assumptions in terms of a choice of local coordinates but they clearly have intrinsic geometric meaning.
Let B = [11, 12] i.e., 0 < detDft{x,y) < 1 for all (x,y) in BuBp and £_i < t < t\.
(A3) For t = i_i, ft{B) nfl = 0.
(A4) Let t = t\ and fix any xn in [11, 12] . As y increases from yi to y2, fti (xq, y) starts outside B and below B, {ftl)2(xo,Vi) < 2/i! then ftj{xo,y) crosses B and exits the top of B, (ft¡)2Íxo,y) > 2/2; and /^(zoi?/) reenters and crosses B again and finally exits the bottom of B, (ft1)2(xo,y2) < 2/i-(A5) ft{B) never intersects the sides of B for ¿_i < í < ii, ft{B) D {{x3} x [2/112/2]) = 0 for j = 1)2. Also,the first coordinate of f['l{x],y) is less than x\ for ¿ = 1,2 and f_i < í < *i, {frl)Áx],y) < %i-(A6) For j = 1,2 and ¿_i < í < tx, (/i)2(a;,2/J) < 2/i-It follows that ff1{B) does not intersect the top or bottom of B. Further assume y\ < (ft~1)2{x,y) < y2 for all (x,y) in B U St_ and i_i < t < t%. 
3. Proof of the theorem.
To simplify notation, we often drop the subscript denoting the parameter t and write / for the function ft, and p for the saddle fixed point pt of /(. We also write Ws{p) for the stable manifold of this fixed point, i.e., for Ws(PtJt), and Wu{p) for Wu(ptJt).
For definiteness of the discussion in the proof, we make certain choices for signs of the partial derivatives of the coordinate functions /1 and f2 (or ft\ and ft2)'-, 5/1 ^ n dfo d2h b = -^-> 0, c = --< 0, and --^-< 0,
where the values of the quantities depend on x, y, and t. Using (A7iv), it is shown in [12] that there is a parameter value in at which a saddle node bifurcation takes place. Throughout the proof, we only consider parameter values t which are larger than this bifurcation value to-We could proceed without assumption (A7iv) and then only consider parameter values t for which / has a saddle fixed point in B.
LEMMA 3.1. For t > to there are exactly two fixed points of ft inside B. The lower left fixed point pt is an untwisted saddle with index -1 and the upper right fixed point qt has index +1 and is either a sink or a twisted saddle point (i.e., has negative eigenvalues).
For the proof see §4.
The next lemma states that Ws(p) is outside of Wu(p) and extends to the left end of B. Some notation is useful to make this description. Let Rs be the right branch of Ws(p) and L" the left branch (using the directions that the branches, comp(Ws(p) -p), leave p). Let Tu be the top branch of Wu(p). The only reason that D\ is not the desired trapping region is that closure f(Di) is not contained inside interior D\ (f(T) fl T ^ 0). To obtain a trapping region D C Di, we trim off the edges as given in the following lemma. This lemma completes the proof of the theorem. (b) The curve {6~ = 0} is given by a graph y -g(x) with g"(x) < 0 and with g(x) having one maximum. The region {6~ > 0} is the convex set below the curve {¿x"=0}.
(c) The two curves {6X = 0} and {Sy = 0} each have strictly positive slope.
This lemma follows from assumption (A7) (or is a direct calculation for the quadratic map (*)) and is the only place this assumption is used. Part (a) follows directly from (A7ii) using the implicit function theorem. Similarly, (b) follows from (A7iii), but here a calculation is needed to show that the necessary conditions on the second partial derivatives of /_1 follow from the ones given on /. Part (c) follows from (A7i) using the fact that A -a and 1 -a are positive. The details are found in [12] .
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1. The fixed points are exactly the points of intersection of {6y = 0} and {6X -0}. When the saddle node bifurcation takes place for t -to, the lower left fixed point formed is an untwisted saddle fixed point (both eigenvalues are positive). As t increases, there remains a fixed point, p, at the lowest level along {6X -0}. By following the signs of the charge of the x and y components, it follows that this point has index -1 for all í > ¿o-For t > ¿o, {6X -0} crosses to the left side of {6y = 0} at p, so it must cross again. Thus the number of fixed points is at least two.
If {6X = 0} crosses {6y = 0} on the top branch where dy/dx < 0, then since the slope of {6X = 0} is everywhere positive it cannot cross again. Thus, in this case, there are exactly two fixed points.
If {Sx -0} crosses {6y -0} on the bottom branch where dy/dx > 0, then more care must be taken. If it does not cross the bottom branch again, then it clears the end of {6y = 0} so there are exactly two fixed points.
To complete the proof, we must show that it is impossible for {6X = 0} to cross the bottom branch of {6y = 0} three times. Let these points be p, q\, and q2 given in the order of increasing x. At qi, {6X = 0} crosses {Sy = 0} from top to bottom so 0 < slope {6X = 0}gi < slope {6y = 0}9l. Similarly, 0 < slope {6y -0}Ql < slope {8X -0}Q2. These are all fixed points so {S~ = 0} goes through these points.
This contradicts the fact that d2y/dx2 < 0 on {6~ = 0} and d2y/dx2 > 0 on {6y=0}.
The sum of the indices must remain 0, and p has index -1 so q has index +1. ■ License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use PROOF OF LEMMA 3.2. To prove this lemma, we must show in the next two lemmas that Rs, the right branch of W3(p), crosses {6X = 0} above q. We give this part of {6X = 0} above q the name J. Similarly, we must show that T", the top branch of Wu(p), either goes to q or crosses J.
We also need to distinguish between R9 going directly from p to a point z of Rs C\ J and R3 winding around q before reaching z. Therefore for z G J n R3 we assign the winding number, N(z) = N3(z), to be the number of times R3 goes around q before reaching z. Let r be the first point of intersection of Rs with J and set N(r) = 0. For a further point z G Rs D J connect z to r along J and take the part of Rs between the two points. Then N(z) is the number of times this curve goes around q. (Remember that J is only the part of {Sx -0} above q.) Similarly, for z G Tu n J, let N(z) -Nu(z) be the winding number of Tu around q. Now consider that piece of boundary of H consisting of {6y = 0} between p and q. Let z lie on this segment. We have z G {6y -0} and, from the proof of Lemma 3.1, z G {6X < 0} so f(z) is directly to the left of z. We see that points "flow" into H across {öy = 0} between p and q and thus that R3 cannot exit H across this boundary. Consequently, R3 either stays in H or leaves H across J.
Let H = H n {6~ < 0}. Since f~l{6¿ = 0} = {6X = 0}, R3 leaves H across {6X = 0} if and only if Rs leaves H across {6~ = 0}. Let w G R3 C\ H and suppose 0~(w) C H. Since 6X > 0 in H and 6~ > 0 in H the sequence 0~(w)f is monotone in each coordinate and thus must converge to a fixed point which by Lemma 3.1 must be q. But q is either a sink, in which case R3 C Ws(p) cannot accumulate on q, or q is a twisted saddle in which case 0~ (w) cannot accumulate on q from strictly inside H. We conclude that R3 leaves H via J and that there exists a positive integer i such that fl(w) £ {6X < 0}.
Finally let w lie on a fundamental domain D3 in R3. By compactness of D3, there exists J > 0 such that for each w G D3 there is an integer i such that 0 < i < I and f~1(w) £ {6y < 0}. This completes the proof of PROOF OF LEMMA 3.2(b). By Lemma 4.2, the set {z G R3 l~i J: N(z) = 0} is contained in a compact piece S' of R3. We want to show that Tu must go inside S' (or directly to q). Let us assume that T" goes outside S' and we will get a contradiction.
(We allow Tu to have some previous loops crossing J below S' D J but the last crossing must be above.) To exit outside 5' it must do so above the highest point of S' D J-Let S C S' be the part of R3 from p to this highest point z' of S' n J. Note N(z') must be zero, because Ls blocks Rs from returning around p and above {z G R3 n J: N(z) = 0}. Let U G Tu. Let z" be the closest point to z' oí {zGTuC\J: N(z) = 0} that lies above z'. Let U be the part of T" from p until z". Let C C J be the connection from the ends of U and S along J. Let T -{p} U S U U U C. Clearly T is a simple closed curve. It surrounds q. So the region D inside T contains q.
We claim f(T) does not cross T and f(D) D D. We prove this claim in steps. (lc) f(U)C\C = 0: Since z", which is the end of U, is the closest point of Tu (~1 J to S among those which Nu(z) = 0, f(U) could only intersect C by going around q. However, S blocks f(U) from returning above p to J, and L3 blocks it from returning below and around p.
(2a) f(C)nU = 0: f~l(U) C U and U C\C = 0 so /_1(Í7) n C = 0. f(Di) C £>i. See [11] for details. ■
